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These slides are also brought to you by:

Special Guest Executive Producer

 On Instagram at pratchett_the_cat

https://www.instagram.com/pratchett_the_cat/
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Story editor

 

 

Every can opener is a possible pillow.

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2018-10-14pratchett-talk-creation.mp4
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2018-10-14pratchett-talk-creation.mp4
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Typed by Pratchett the Cat:
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Super Survival of the Stories:

The Desirability
of
Storytellers,
The Atlantic,
Ed Yong,
2017-12-05.

 Study of Agta, Filipino hunter-gatherers.
 Storytelling valued well above all other skills

including hunting.
 Stories encode prosocial norms such as

cooperation.
 Like the best stories, the best storytellers

reproduce more successfully.

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/12/the-origins-of-storytelling/547502/
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/12/the-origins-of-storytelling/547502/
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/12/the-origins-of-storytelling/547502/
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Major competing storytelling entities:

 News.

 Books, magazines.

 Art.

 Music industry.

 Television, movie studios, Netflix, HBO, Disney.

 Social media: Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, …

 All sports.

 Video games.

 Religions, ideologies, belief systems, Freemasons, …

 Enduring coherent groups: Cultures, countries, cities, …

Cultural products from Pantheon:

 Writers, artists, movie directors, video game directors.

http://pantheon.media.mit.edu/methods


The famous are storytellers—Japan:

For people born 1950–

http://pantheon.media.mit.edu/treemap/country_exports/JP/all/1900/2010/H15/pantheon

http://pantheon.media.mit.edu/treemap/country_exports/JP/all/1900/2010/H15/pantheon


The famous are storytellers—United States:

For people born 1950–

http://pantheon.media.mit.edu/treemap/country_exports/US/all/1950/2010/H15/pantheon

http://pantheon.media.mit.edu/treemap/country_exports/US/all/1950/2010/H15/pantheon


Storytellers win:

For people born 1950–

http://pantheon.media.mit.edu/treemap/country_exports/US/all/1950/2010/H15/pantheon

http://pantheon.media.mit.edu/treemap/country_exports/US/all/1950/2010/H15/pantheon


https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/pantheon-new/overview/

https://www.media.mit.edu/projects/pantheon-new/overview/
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It’s all about algorithms (stories):

“On the Origin of Stories: Evolution,
Cognition, and Fiction”
by Brian Boyd (2010). [4]

“The Storytelling Animal: How Stories Make
Us Human”
by Jonathan Gottschall (2013). [12]

http://www.amazon.com/dp/0674033574/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0674033574/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0674033574/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0547391404/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0547391404/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0547391404/
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(Sir Terry) Pratchett’s Narrativium:

 “The most common element on the
disc, although not included in the list
of the standard five: earth, fire, air,
water and surprise. It ensures that
everything runs properly as a story.”

 “A little narrativium goes a long way:
the simpler the story, the better you
understand it. Storytelling is the
opposite of reductionism: 26 letters
and some rules of grammar are no
story at all.”

 “Heroes only win when outnumbered, and things
which have a one-in-a-million chance of succeeding
often do so.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terry_Pratchett
http://wiki.lspace.org/wiki/Narrativium
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Stories are everything

 

 

Full torturous scene is here

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2019-08-20game-of-thrones-S8E06-tyrion-power-of-stories-enough.mp4
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2019-08-20game-of-thrones-S8E06-tyrion-power-of-stories-enough.mp4
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2019-08-20game-of-thrones-S8E06-tyrion-power-of-stories.mp4
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Game of Thrones, S6E06: The Iron Throne
“What unites people? Armies? Gold? Flags? Stories.
There’s nothing in the world more powerful than a
good story.
Nothing can stop it.
No enemy can defeat it.”



Stories are the essence of … oh no, no, no
…

 Except for
writers who
destroy their
own stories.

 Also
audiences.

 Basic word of
mouth.

 And critics.
 And other,

better stories.
 Character

assassination
works too. Series Heat for GoT

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6027920/
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/tv/game_of_thrones/s08/e06
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt7641606/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt7641606/
https://vallandingham.me/seriesheat/#/?color=1&flip=1&id=tt0944947
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We see (certain kinds of) stories

 

 

Heider and Simmel, 1944 [13], Source 

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2014-02-19Heider_and_Simmel_1944_animation-VTNmLt7QX8E.mp4
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2014-02-19Heider_and_Simmel_1944_animation-VTNmLt7QX8E.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UryIstlIGks?rel=0
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Simple Definitions:
 Story: a laying out of a temporal sequence of

events.
 “Time is a great storyteller” (Irish proverb)
 Events may be any balance of real and imagined.
 Narrative ≡ Story.
 Plot: Essential sequence of a story’s elements.1

 Plot = Algorithm
1Byまとりょ�しか—Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0,

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=34054522

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narrative
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plot_(narrative)
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=34054522
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Understanding the Sociotechnocene—Stories:

xkcd.com/904/

 Goal: a Science of Stories.
 Claim: Homo narrativus—we run

on stories.
 “What’s the John Dory?”
 “They’ve lost the plot/thread”
 Maybe: The narrative hierarchy and

the Scalability of stories.
 Research: Extraction of metaphors,

frames, narratives, and stories from
large-scale text/corpora.

 Storywrangler, POTUSometer, …
 Research: What’s the taxonomy of

human stories?
 Maybe: Stories ↔ Algorithms

http://xkcd.com/904/
http://nautil.us/issue/5/fame/homo-narrativus-and-the-trouble-with-fame
http://www.uvm.edu/pdodds/writings/2015-06-04narrative-hierarchy/
http://www.uvm.edu/pdodds/writings/2015-06-04narrative-hierarchy/
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Algorithms are everywhere:
 Communication/Language.
 Economic systems

(Shiller: “Narrative Economics” [20])
 Legal systems.
 Social norms, customs, cultures.
 Food:

growing, harvesting, preparing, distribution, ...
 Safety codes and protocols
 Military.
 Stories ...
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Algorithms, recipes, stories, …

“The Code Economy: A Forty-Thousand Year
History”
by Philip E Auerswald (2017). [2]

“Algorithms to Live By”
by Christian and Griffiths (2016). [8]

“Once Upon an Algorithm”
by Martin Erwig (2017). [11]

Also: Numerical Recipes in C [17] and How to Bake 𝜋 [7]

http://www.amazon.com/dp/0190226765/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0190226765/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0190226765/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1250118360/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1250118360/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0262036630/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0262036630/
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 Adjacent narratives—why mistruths and
conspiracy theories exist and flourish:

https://twitter.com/adjacentstories/status/725683772092485632
http://www.theweek.co.uk/conspiracy-theories/62926/the-top-ten-conspiracy-theories-in-the-world
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Why adjacent narratives exist and untrue
stories flourish:
1/4. A real story is never recorded and retold
completely
 Impossible to record every detail.
 Recording entails compression to scale of medium

(narrative hierarchy).
 Story logic will be favored, and seemingly

irrelevant aspects discarded.
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Why adjacent narratives exist and untrue
stories flourish:

2/4. The infinitude of adjacent stories will afford
“better” stories
 Better = More engaging, more motivating to

spread, more durable under spreading.
 Better stories exist for truthful recorders and

retellers (journalists).
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Why adjacent narratives exist and untrue
stories flourish:
3/4. The infinitude of adjacent stories means
“better” stories exist for those who would
disinform
 Adjacent stories may be truth-limited and/or

falsehood-bearing.
 There may exist adjacent stories that conform to a

world view/ideology.
 Even the seemingly non-adjacent must have some

plausibility (Pizzagate).
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Why adjacent narratives exist and untrue
stories flourish:

4/4. Character is the short cut to story
 The barely implausible can be believed if the

character can make it so.
 A believe-to-be evil character can do anything.
 Iterate between character and story to make the

character fixed.
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1999 Gallup poll:
 6% of Americans said the lunar landings were fake.
 5% were undecided.
 Video replay 
 “The Comments, the comments, …”

http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/0,28804,1860871_1860876_1860992,00.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMINSD7MmT4?rel=0
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Buzz Aldrin has enough

 

 

Source 

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2017-05-11Buzz_Aldrin_Punches_Moon_Landing_Conspiracy_Theorist_Bart_Sibrel-UryIstlIGks.mp4
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2017-05-11Buzz_Aldrin_Punches_Moon_Landing_Conspiracy_Theorist_Bart_Sibrel-UryIstlIGks.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UryIstlIGks?rel=0
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JK Rowling doesn’t exist: conspiracy theories the
internet can’t resist, The Guardian, 2017-10-27:
Highlights:
 The Earth is flat. https://www.tfes.org.
 The Beatles never existed:

http://www.thebeatlesneverexisted.com.
 Per the title, JK Rowling doesn’t exist.

 Q. “Is it possible that a person can write six thick
books that are translated into 55 languages and
sell more than 250 million copies in less than 10
years? — Nina Grünfeld”

 A. “Yes. Yes it is.”

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/oct/27/jk-rowling-doesnt-exist-conspiracy-theories-internet-cant-resist
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/oct/27/jk-rowling-doesnt-exist-conspiracy-theories-internet-cant-resist
https://www.tfes.org
http://www.thebeatlesneverexisted.com
https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nina_Grünfeld
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 Phantom time hypothesis:
 The years 614–911 AD never existed.
 Straight up jump of 297 years orchestrated by a

first millennium cabal.
 The year 2017 AD is really 1820 AD.
 Good to know.
 Holy Roman Emperor Otto III (@TheBoss37), Pope

Sylvester II (@PSly2) wanted to live in 1000 AD,
legitimize power.

 Crushed by reality: Records of solar eclipses,
comets, dendrochronology.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phantom_time_hypothesis
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 Finland does not exist:
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Stories influence people, for good or bad:
 Parasocial relationships (Cosplay)
 Allusionist 82. A Novel Remedy
 Agatha Christie type murder mysteries: A salve

post the Great War.
 Representation matters—possible future paths

(narrative hodology)
 Columbine, references to Natural Born Killers

(NBK)
 Natural Born Killers copycat crimes
 Aurora, Colorado shooting (Joker)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasocial_interaction
https://www.theallusionist.org/allusionist/convalescence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_Born_Killers_copycat_crimes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Holmes_(mass_murderer)
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Absence of story, meaning, sense:

Las Vegas, 2017/10/01:
 60 murdered, over 400 injured, 1000 bullets.
 Marked the lowest point ever on the English

Twitter Hedonometer at the time.
 Why did the Las Vegas shooter do what he did?
 Why have we forgotten about it?

https://hedonometer.org/timeseries/en_all/?from=2017-01-01&to=2017-12-31
https://hedonometer.org/timeseries/en_all/?from=2017-01-01&to=2017-12-31
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“The Written World: How Literature Shaped
Civilization”
by Martin Puchner (2017). [18]

We are what we read (NYT)
“Storytelling is as human as breathing. When fabulation
intersected with writing, stories were empowered to
propagate themselves in society and around the world as
civilization-forming “foundational texts.””

 NYT review has a flicker of concern at the end that
stories can be used for bad …

 Common strawman frame: Stories as lightweight
entertainment

 Not lighting up Google Scholar

 BBC, strawfree: How stories have shaped the world

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B06VXP1SYW/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B06VXP1SYW/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B06VXP1SYW/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/02/books/review/written-world-martin-puchner-social-life-of-books-abigail-williams.html
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cluster=247091834409858141
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20180423-how-stories-have-shaped-the-world
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Story Wars:

 Nicholas Hénin,
French Journalist,
held captive for 10
months.

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicolas_Hénin
http://www.wnyc.org/story/former-isis-hostage-we-need-new-narrative/
http://www.wnyc.org/story/former-isis-hostage-we-need-new-narrative/
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From the end of the interview:
NICOLAS HENIN: No, it was just like in a movie. And, by the way,
even the people going to Syria, joining ISIS in Syria to fight, even
these people see himself as movie characters. They play their
own movie. This is why I think that the most powerful way to
fight ISIS are not bombs. It is to kill the narrative. We have to
write another movie. We have to build other heroes. And this is
why I believe that the French are making big mistakes in the ways
they, they fight ISIS.

We created, for instance, accounts on the social media named
“Stop Jihadism,” and this is [BLEEP], like they did not understand
anything. And I did understand why we are so bad. It’s just
because in France we don’t know how to write TV series properly.

[BROOKE LAUGHS]

Just because we have no imagination, we cannot just tell beautiful
stories, create beautiful characters, beautiful heroes.

And this is what we have to do because in our world, in our
societies what do people want? They want to become heroes.
They want to be famous. They want to be, to be recognized.
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Stories make us do all kinds of things:
The Comet Ping Pong Gunman Answers Our Reporter’s Questions:

 “According to court documents, Mr. Welch said he had come armed
to help rescue the children.”

 “‘The intel on this wasn’t 100 percent,” he said.’

 He said he did not believe in conspiracy theories, but then added
that the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks needed to be re-examined. He has
listened to Alex Jones, whose radio show traffics in conspiracy
theories and who once said that Mrs. Clinton “has personally
murdered and chopped up” children. “He’s a bit eccentric,” Mr. Welch
said. “He touches on some issues that are viable but goes off the
deep end on some things.””

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/07/us/edgar-welch-comet-pizza-fake-news.html
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The Attack on the United States Capitol

Photo: Evelyn Hockstein for The Washington Post

Washington Post’s massive analysis
Red Flags, Bloodshed, Contagion

Senate Chaplain Barry Black:
“These tragedies have reminded us that words matter,
and that the power of life and death is in the tongue.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2021_United_States_Capitol_attack
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/interactive/2021/jan-6-insurrection-capitol/
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Massive informational misdirection as a cognitive
denial of story:

2. Structure We portray the overall structure of communications in these emails with

the network diagram in Figure 1. Each circle is a specific email account and each line

denotes where one or more emails was sent from and to. The large flower-like shape

at the bottom are 50c party members sending in copies of their posts to the Zhanggong

district Internet Propaganda Office (章贡区网宣办), claiming credit for completing their

assignments. This office then reports up to other offices (see the lines out from the center

of the flower shape), These include the speaker of Zhanggong People’s Court News office

(江西省赣州市章贡区人民法院新闻发言人), and District Party Office Information

Department (区委办信息科).

Figure 1: Network Structure of Leaked Email Correspondents. Circles are email corre-
spondents, edges (lines) indicate email correspondence. Most of the correspondence is
in toward the center of the flower-like structure (to the Zhanggong Internet Propaganda
Office and then out from that office to higher level offices.

9

“How the Chinese government fabricates
social media posts for strategic distraction,
not engaged argument”
King, Pan, and Roberts,
American Political Science Review, , ,
Forthcoming. [16]

 Make the truth a needle in a haystack
 Trump’s Reality Distortion Field,

http://www.onthemedia.org
 “Surkov turned Russian politics into a bewildering

constantly changing piece of theater. He
sponsored all kinds of groups, …no one was sure
what was real or fake. …it is a strategy of power
that keeps any opposition constantly confused.”

https://twitter.com/adjacentstories/status/821412250955169793
https://twitter.com/adjacentstories/status/821412250955169793
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/king2017a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/king2017a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/king2017a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/king2017a.pdf
http://www.wnyc.org/story/trumps-reality-distortion-field
http://www.onthemedia.org
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Stories generated the first surveillance
state:

 Low tech, low cost.
 Infrastructure maintained in the Social Wild by

storytellers and storybelievers.
 Omnipresence and omniscience: The end of

privacy.
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Defend the Story:
The Ten Commandments:

I am the LORD thy God
No other gods before me
No graven images or
likenesses
Not take the LORD’s name in
vain
Remember the sabbath day

Honour thy father and thy
mother
Thou shalt not kill
Thou shalt not commit
adultery
Thou shalt not steal
Thou shalt not bear false
witness
Thou shalt not covet

Operating systems:
Windows: “No other installations before me”

Propaganda
“If you’re looking to understand what’s actually happening
in this country, always assume the opposite of whatever
they’re telling you on the big news stations,” — Tucker
Carlson
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Defend your mind:
If a storyverse—whether it be through storytellers,
groups, books, movies—tells you that all other stories
are wrong, then that storyverse is false.
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Book (story) burning (451 ∘F)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_burning
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The American Dream = Rags to Riches
 The story that anyone can become King or Queen.
 Story of individual, not the collective.
 But we know about fame and success:

The presence of outsized fame in a social system
means social imitation is a driver of value.

 Stories of societies can only hold if they have been
and remain believable.

 “Entertaining beliefs in economic mobility”: Effort
to understand if rags to riches stories in popular
culture affect people’s lives. [15]
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If not Trump, what?, David Brooks, New York
Times, 2016-04-29:
“We’ll probably need a new national story. Up until
now, America’s story has been some version of the
rags-to-riches story, the lone individual who rises
from the bottom through pluck and work. But that
story isn’t working for people anymore, especially for
people who think the system is rigged.”

“I don’t know what the new national story will be, but
maybe it will be less individualistic and more
redemptive. Maybe it will be a story about
communities that heal those who suffer from
addiction, broken homes, trauma, prison and loss, a
story of those who triumph over the isolation, social
instability and dislocation so common today.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/29/opinion/if-not-trump-what.html
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Claim: Stories must have “real” substance to
endure over generations2

 Enormous disasters: Fabrications of real
experiences.
 Plain old making stuff up: A million little pieces

... Oprah will get you.
 Wikipedia’s has a list of famous fake memoirs.
 Expansive plagiarism: How Opal Mehta Got

Kissed, Got Wild, and Got a Life.
#kudos

 Self-plagiarism and more standard badness: Jonah
Lehrer.
Amazingly: Made up Bob Dylan quotes.

 Lance Armstrong. Also got to meet Oprah.

 Enormous power: Fiction that speaks to real
experiences.

2Reality is being tested harshly

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Million_Little_Pieces
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fake_memoirs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/How_Opal_Mehta_Got_Kissed,_Got_Wild,_and_Got_a_Life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/How_Opal_Mehta_Got_Kissed,_Got_Wild,_and_Got_a_Life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonah_Lehrer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonah_Lehrer
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Game story space of professional sports: Australian rules football

Dilan Patrick Kiley,1,* Andrew J. Reagan,1,† Lewis Mitchell,2,‡ Christopher M. Danforth,1,§ and Peter Sheridan Dodds1,∥
1Department of Mathematics & Statistics, Vermont Complex Systems Center, Computational Story Lab,

& Vermont Advanced Computing Core, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont 05401, USA
2School of Mathematical Sciences, North Terrace Campus, University of Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia

(Received 25 June 2015; revised manuscript received 16 March 2016; published 27 May 2016)

Sports are spontaneous generators of stories. Through skill and chance, the script of each game is dynamically
written in real time by players acting out possible trajectories allowed by a sport’s rules. By properly characterizing
a given sport’s ecology of “game stories,” we are able to capture the sport’s capacity for unfolding interesting
narratives, in part by contrasting them with random walks. Here we explore the game story space afforded by
a data set of 1310 Australian Football League (AFL) score lines. We find that AFL games exhibit a continuous
spectrum of stories rather than distinct clusters. We show how coarse graining reveals identifiable motifs ranging
from last-minute comeback wins to one-sided blowouts. Through an extensive comparison with biased random
walks, we show that real AFL games deliver a broader array of motifs than null models, and we provide consequent
insights into the narrative appeal of real games.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.93.052314

I. INTRODUCTION

While sports are often analogized to a wide array of other
arenas of human activity, particularly war, well-known story
lines, and elements of sports are conversely invoked to describe
other spheres. Each game generates a probablistic, rule-based
story [1], and the stories of games provide a range of motifs
which map onto narratives found across the human experience:
dominant, one-sided performances; back-and-forth struggles;
underdog upsets; and improbable comebacks. As fans, people
enjoy watching suspenseful sporting events, unscripted stories,
and following the fortunes of their favorite players and teams
[2–4].

Despite the inherent story-telling nature of sporting con-
tests, and notwithstanding the vast statistical analyses sur-
rounding professional sports including the many observations
of and departures from randomness [5–11], the ecology of
game stories remains a largely unexplored, data-rich area [12].
We are interested in a number of basic questions such as
whether the game stories of a sport form a spectrum or a
set of relatively isolated clusters, how well models such as
random walks fare in reproducing the specific shapes of real
game stories, whether or not these stories are compelling to
fans, and how different sports compare in the stories afforded
by their various rule sets.

Here we focus on Australian Rules Football, a high-skills
game originating in the mid-1800s. We describe Australian
Rules Football in brief and then move on to extracting and
evaluating the sport’s possible game stories. Early on, the
game evolved into a winter sport quite distinct from other
codes such as soccer or rugby while bearing some similarity
to Gaelic football. Played as state-level competitions for most
of the 1900s with the Victorian Football League (VFL) being

*dilan.kiley@uvm.edu
†andrew.reagan@uvm.edu
‡lewis.mitchell@adelaide.edu.au
§chris.danforth@uvm.edu
∥peter.dodds@uvm.edu

most prominent, a national competition emerged in the 1980s
with the Australian Football League (AFL) becoming a formal
entity in 1990. The AFL is currently constituted by 18 teams
located in five of Australia’s states.

Games run over four quarters, each lasting around 30 min
(including stoppage time), and teams comprise 18 on-field
players. Games (or matches) are played on large ovals typically
used for cricket in the summer and of variable size (generally
135 to 185 m in length). The ball is oblong and may be kicked
or handballed (an action where the ball is punched off one
hand with the closed fist of the other) but not thrown. Marking
(cleanly catching a kicked ball) is a central feature of the game,
and the AFL is well known for producing many spectacular
marks and kicks for goals [13].

The object of the sport is to kick goals, with the customary
standard of highest score wins (ties are relatively rare but
possible). Scores may be six points or one point as follows,
some minor details aside. Each end of the ground has four tall
posts. Kicking the ball (untouched) through the central two
posts results in a “goal” or six points. If the ball is touched or
goes through either of the outer two sets of posts, then the score
is a “behind” or one point. Final scores are thus a combination
of goals (six) and behinds (one) and on average tally around
100 per team. Poor conditions or poor play may lead to scores
below 50, while scores above 200 are achievable in the case of
a “thrashing” (the record high and low scores are 239 and 1).
Wins are worth four points, ties two points, and losses
zero.

Of interest to us here is that the AFL provides an excellent
test case for extracting and describing the game story space of
a professional sport. We downloaded 1310 AFL game scoring
progressions from http://afltables.com (ranging from the 2008
season to midway through the 2014 season) [14]. We extracted
the scoring dynamics of each game down to second-level
resolution, with the possible events at each second being (1)
a goal for either team, (2) a behind for either team, or (3)
no score [15]. Each game thus affords a “worm” tracking the
score differential between two teams. We will call these worms
“game stories,” and we provide an example in Fig. 1. The game
story shows that Geelong pulled away from Hawthorn, their

2470-0045/2016/93(5)/052314(14) 052314-1 ©2016 American Physical Society

“The game story space of professional
sports: Australian Rules Football”
Kiley, Reagan, Mitchell, Danforth, and
Dodds.
Physical Review E, 93, 052314, 2016. [14]

Sports = Spontaneous story producing systems

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/kiley2016a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/kiley2016a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/kiley2016a.pdf
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The story trap by Philip Ball, 2015-11-12

 “We use neat stories to explain everything from sports
matches to symphonies. Is it time to leave the nursery of the
mind?”

 “…we might wonder if the ultimate intelligibility of the
universe will be determined not so much by the capacity of
our minds to formulate the appropriate concepts and
equations, but by whether we can find a meaningful story to
tell about it.”

https://aeon.co/essays/why-story-is-used-to-explain-symphonies-and-sport-matches-alike
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Competitive Punning, The Economist,
2017-08-12:

 Punster pseudonym: “Punder Enlightening”

Being funny, a grand challenge for AI:
 Wired (2014-04-01): It’s Comedian vs. Computer in

a Battle for Humor Supremacy. Myq Kaplan
pun-off.

 Pun-free paper title: “Generating Novel Puns and
Plays of Word with Machine Learning”

 “Warning: This paper may cause the reader to
groan to death.”

https://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21726054-gamers-now-even-take-part-world-champunships-why-english-such-great-language?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/whyenglishissuchagreatlanguageforpuns
https://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21726054-gamers-now-even-take-part-world-champunships-why-english-such-great-language?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/whyenglishissuchagreatlanguageforpuns
https://www.wired.com/2014/04/underwire_0401_funnycomputer/
https://www.wired.com/2014/04/underwire_0401_funnycomputer/
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The “I wonder who wrote this?” Great Man
Theory:

“The Power of Myth”
by Campbell and Moyers (1991). [6]

“The Hero with a Thousand Faces”
by Joseph Campbell (2008). [5]

Highly influential but it’s a trap!

http://www.amazon.com/dp/0385418868/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0385418868/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1577315936/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1577315936/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4F4qzPbcFiA
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How to write a screenplay:

“Save the Cat!”
by Blake Snyder (2005). [21]

 9 acts.
 Someone important to the main characters gets

toasted in the second act, blah, blah.
 Believes irony is key.
 Logline = one or two sentence summary.
 Logline fails to be a summary of logline.

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1932907009/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1932907009/
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Seven “good” stories?:

“The Seven Basic Plots: Why We Tell
Stories”
by Christopher Booker (2005). [3]

 Seven Gateways to the Underworld (?)
 Overcoming the Monster ×2 and the Thrilling

escape from Death (plot).
 Rags to Riches (plot).
 The Quest (plot).
 Voyage and Return (plot).
 Comedy ×2 (plot but really structure).
 Tragedy ×3 (plot).
 Rebirth (plot).
 The Dark Power: From Shadow into Light (master

structure).

http://www.amazon.com/dp/0826452094/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0826452094/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0826452094/
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The taxonomy of stories:

Folkloristics:
 Academic area formally

started around 1900.
 Aarne–Thompson

classification
systems

 Motif-based taxonomy.
 Online classification

database

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folkloristics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aarne–Thompson_classification_systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aarne–Thompson_classification_systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aarne–Thompson_classification_systems
http://www.mftd.org/index.php?action=atu
http://www.mftd.org/index.php?action=atu
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A searchable meta-graph can connect even  
troublesome house elves and other 
supernatural beings to scholarly folk categories. 

BY James aBeLLo, PeteR BRoaDWeLL,  
anD timothY R. tanGheRLini 

Computational 
Folkloristics 

Japan). By exploring the traditional 
expressions of group members across 
time and space, scholars can develop 
a sophisticated understanding of the 
complex processes of culture develop-
ment and change. 

Since inception of the field in the 
19th century, folkloristics has been 
based on a three-part process: 

 ˲ Fieldwork consisting of the identi-
fication of a folk group and the collec-
tion of its traditions; 

 ˲ Archiving, editing, and publishing 
these collections; and 

 ˲ Analyzing the collected folklore 
based on a single or combination of 
multiple theoretical perspectives. 

For the most part, folklorists limit 
their studies to small, well-defined 
collections or subsets of much larger 
collections. A study corpus is often 
selected based on criteria like genre 
or topic. The “variants” in the result-
ing study corpus are then subjected to 
“close readings”; from an ethnograph-
ic perspective, close readings focus on 
analysis of the symbolic aspects of the 
expression as an important meaning-
making process for storytellers and 
their audiences. Conclusions drawn 
from close readings are subsequently 
abstracted to make more general com-
ments about the changing contours of 
the cultural ideology of the group in 
question. This approach has worked 
well for generations of folklorists, par-
ticularly in the context of the relatively 
small size of accessible collections 
and the general alignment of research 

The sTUdY of folklore, or folkloristics, is predicated on 
two premises: traditional expressive culture circulates 
across and within social networks, and discrete 
“performances” of traditional expressive forms 
serve an important role as the locus for the ongoing 
negotiation of cultural ideology (norms, beliefs, and 
values). The underlying assumption is that folklore 
emerges from the dialectic tension between individual 
members of a cultural group on the one hand and the 
“traditions” of that group on the other. This ongoing 
tug-of-war ensures that traditional expressive culture 
is constantly changing, adjusting to the needs of the 
individuals within a group. 

The goal of any folkloristic investigation is to 
understand how traditional expressions create 
meaning for the people who create and receive them; 
studies range from a consideration of fairy-tale 
telling by 19th-century peasants (such as in the classic 
works of the Grimm brothers) to analysis of rumor 
propagation in the aftermath of disasters (such as 
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and the 2011 tsunami in 

 key insights
    the field of computational folkloristics 

weds algorithmic approaches to classic 
interpretive problems from the field of 
folklore. 

    a multimodal network representation of 
a folklore corpus (hypergraphs) liberates 
folklore exploration from the limitations 
of existing classification schemes. 

    imagine a system in which the 
complexities of a folklore corpus can be 
explored at different levels of resolution, 
from the broad perspective of “distant 
reading” down to the narrow perspective 
of traditional “close reading.” 

“Computational folkloristics”
Abello, Broadwell, and Tangherlini,
Communications of the ACM, 55, 60–70, 2012. [1]

 Motivation: “As a simple, historical example from the Danish
materials, no one has yet classified (according to the ATU
index) the several thousand fairy tales in the collections of
the Danish Folklore Archive (http://www.dafos.dk), nor
does it seem anyone ever will.”

 ‘Imagine a system in which the complexities of a folklore
corpus can be explored at different levels of resolution, from
the broad perspective of “distant reading” down to the
narrow perspective of traditional “close reading.”’

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/abello2012a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/abello2012a.pdf
http://www.dafos.dk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close_reading
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The Phylogeny of Little Red Riding Hood
Jamshid J. Tehrani*

Department of Anthropology and Centre for the Coevolution of Biology and Culture, Durham University, Science Site, South Road, Durham, United Kingdom

Abstract

Researchers have long been fascinated by the strong continuities evident in the oral traditions associated with different
cultures. According to the ‘historic-geographic’ school, it is possible to classify similar tales into ‘‘international types’’ and
trace them back to their original archetypes. However, critics argue that folktale traditions are fundamentally fluid, and that
most international types are artificial constructs. Here, these issues are addressed using phylogenetic methods that were
originally developed to reconstruct evolutionary relationships among biological species, and which have been recently
applied to a range of cultural phenomena. The study focuses on one of the most debated international types in the
literature: ATU 333, ‘Little Red Riding Hood’. A number of variants of ATU 333 have been recorded in European oral
traditions, and it has been suggested that the group may include tales from other regions, including Africa and East Asia.
However, in many of these cases, it is difficult to differentiate ATU 333 from another widespread international folktale, ATU
123, ‘The Wolf and the Kids’. To shed more light on these relationships, data on 58 folktales were analysed using cladistic,
Bayesian and phylogenetic network-based methods. The results demonstrate that, contrary to the claims made by critics of
the historic-geographic approach, it is possible to identify ATU 333 and ATU 123 as distinct international types. They further
suggest that most of the African tales can be classified as variants of ATU 123, while the East Asian tales probably evolved by
blending together elements of both ATU 333 and ATU 123. These findings demonstrate that phylogenetic methods provide
a powerful set of tools for testing hypotheses about cross-cultural relationships among folktales, and point towards exciting
new directions for research into the transmission and evolution of oral narratives.
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Introduction

The publication of Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm’s Children’s and

Household Tales (1812–1814) [1] two hundred years ago sparked

enormous public and academic interest in traditional stories told

among ‘‘the common people’’, and helped establish folklore as a

field for serious academic inquiry. Inspired by the Grimms’

methods, a new generation of researchers ventured outside the

library and into the villages and households of the rural peasantry

to collect colourful tales of magical beasts, wicked stepmothers,

enchanted objects, and indefatigable heroes [2]. One of the most

unexpected and exciting discoveries to emerge from these studies

was the recurrence of many of the same plots in the oral traditions

associated with different – and often widely separated – societies

and ethnic groups. Thus, the Brothers Grimm noted that many of

the ostensibly ‘‘German’’ folktales which they compiled are

recognisably related to stories recorded in Slavonic, Indian,

Persian and Arabic oral traditions [3]. These similarities have

attracted the attention of folklorists, literary scholars, anthropol-

ogists, cognitive scientists and others for a variety of reasons: For

example, cognate tales in other cultures have been studied to try

and reconstruct the origins and forms of classic western fairy tales

before they were first written down [2] [4]. Other researchers have

examined the distributions of common plot elements within and

across regions to make inferences about past migration, cross-

cultural contact, and the impact of geographical distance and

language barriers on cultural diffusion [5] [6]. Last, it has been

suggested that patterns of stability and change in stories can

furnish rich insights into universal and variable aspects of the

human experience, and reveal how psychological, social and

ecological processes interact with one another to shape cultural

continuity and diversity [7] [8] [9].

Unfortunately, since folktales are mainly transmitted via oral

rather than written means, reconstructing their history and

development across cultures has proven to be a complex challenge.

To date, the most ambitious and sustained effort in this area has

been carried out by folklorists associated with the so-called

‘‘historic-geographic’’ school, which was established toward the

end of the nineteenth century [10]. These researchers have sought

to classify similar folktales from different oral literatures into

distinct ‘‘international types’’ based on consistencies in their

themes, plots and characters. The most comprehensive and up-to-

date reference work in this field, the Aarne-Uther-Thompson

(ATU) index, identifies more than two thousand international

types distributed across three hundred cultures worldwide [11].

Exponents of the historic-geographic school believed that each

international type could be traced back to an original ‘‘archetype’’

tale that was inherited from a common ancestral population, or

spread across societies through trade, migration and conquest.

Over time, the tales’ original forms were then adapted to suit

different cultural norms and preferences, giving rise to locally

distinct ‘‘ecotypes’’ [5]. The historic-geographic method sought to

reconstruct this process by assembling all the known variants of the

international type and sorting them by region and chronology.

Rare or highly localised forms were considered to be of likely

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org 1 November 2013 | Volume 8 | Issue 11 | e78871

“The phylogeny of Little Red Riding
Hood”
Jamshid J. Tehrani,
PLoS ONE, 8, e78871, 2013. [22]

enies [48,49]. In this case, the accuracy of the relationships
depicted in Figures 2, 3, and 4 is supported by qualitative evidence
regarding the historiography of the tales. Thus, all three analyses
identified Little Red Riding Hood, The Story of Grandmother
and Catterinella as a single tale type that is distinct from The Wolf
and the Kids, which folklorists believe to be a more distantly
related tale [11]. In accordance with the chronological record,
relationships within the ATU 333 group indicate that Little Red
Riding Hood and the Story of Grandmother are descended from a
common ancestor that existed more recently than the last ancestor
they share with the 11th century Liège poem, [40]. The position of
the Grimms’ version of Little Red Riding Hood supports
historiographical evidence that it is directly descended from
Perrault’s earlier tale (via a literate informant of French Huguenot
extraction) [37]. The results of the analyses also concur with the
literary record on The Wolf and the Kids, which suggests the tale
evolved from an Aesopic fable which was first recorded around
400 AD [46]. All three analyses indicate that Aesopic versions of
the tale – in which the victim sees through the villain’s disguise
before letting him through the door – diverged at an early point in
the history of the lineage, prior to the existence of the last common

ancestor shared by other variants of The Wolf and the Kids. In
sum, the consistency of the relationships returned by different
phylogenetic methods, their fit to the data, and their compatibil-
ities with independent lines of folklore research provide compelling
evidence that – contrary to the claim that the vagaries of oral
transmission are bound to wipe out all traces of descent in folktales
– it is possible to establish coherent narrative traditions over large
geographical distances and historical periods.
While these findings broadly support the goals of historic-

geographic approaches to folklore, they also demonstrate that
phylogenetic analysis can help resolve some the problems arising
from more traditional methods. As mentioned previously, one of
the key problems with existing folklore taxonomy is that it defines
international types in reference to European type specimens on the
basis of just a few traits. In this case, African and East Asian tales
are grouped with Little Red Riding Hood because they feature
human protagonists, and with The Wolf and the Kids because the
villain attacks the victims in their own home, rather than their
grandmother’s. The phylogenetic approach used here, on the
other hand, defines types in reference to the tales’ inferred
common ancestors rather than any existing variants, and uses all
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Figure 2. Majority-rules consensus of the most parsimonious trees returned by the cladistic analysis of the tales. Major groupings are
labelled by region or ATU international type and indicated by the coloured nodes. Sub-types are indicated in the taxa labels (RH = Little Red Riding
Hood; GM = Story of Grandmother; Catt = Catterinella; WK = The Wolf and the Kids; TG = Tiger Grandmother). Variants by particular authors, or
from countries/ethnic groups that are discussed in the text have individual labels. Numbers beside the edges represent the level of support for
individual clades returned by the bootstrap analysis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0078871.g002

Phylogeny of Little Red Riding Hood
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https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/tehrani2013a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/tehrani2013a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/tehrani2013a.pdf
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The taxonomy of stories:

Fundamental arcs:
 Kill the Monster.
 Rags to Riches (and Riches to

Rags—Metamophosis).
 Journey/Odyssey: Search for a salvation, a “Holy

Grail”.
 Romance.
 Narratives in Left Nullspace: Again, All Stories of

The Many.

What about comedies?
 Comedies are not in themselves a story, but a way

of telling stories.
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Stories are algorithms for life:

Homo narrativus:
 Provide dynamic paths and trajectories.

 If this, then that.

 Convey and reinforce how to behave, how not to behave.

 Full ecology of stories =
Competing, self-defending operating system for people’s minds.

Proverbs as algorithms (hero: Wolfgang
Mieder):
 “Pride cometh before the fall.”

 “A stitch in time saves nine.”

 “Look before you leap.”

 “Anti-aphorism: The one who hesitates is lost.”

 Understanding randomness: “Shit happens”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolfgang_Mieder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wolfgang_Mieder
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Hatchings, Matchings, and Dispatchings

 

 

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2018-11-28-30-rock-S4E19-hatchings-matchings-dispatchings-cut.mp4
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2018-11-28-30-rock-S4E19-hatchings-matchings-dispatchings-cut.mp4
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The boiled-down essence of stories:

The three fundamental events of (non-clone) life:
 Hatchings, Matchings, and Dispatchings.
 Stories encode survival algorithms.
 Survival algorithms for individuals and groups.
 Dynamic paths: the true, the possible, the unlikely.
 The unifying theme of existence is existence.
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Kurt Vonnegut on the shapes of stories

 

 

Source: Kurt Vonnegut on the Shapes of Stories .
Longer piece  with bonus stories (Metamorphosis and
Hamlet).

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2016-05-11kurt-vonnegut-shapes-of-stories.mp4
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2016-05-11kurt-vonnegut-shapes-of-stories.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oP3c1h8v2ZQ?rel=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_RUgnC1lm8?rel=0
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Abstract
Advances in computing power, natural language processing, and digitization of text
now make it possible to study a culture’s evolution through its texts using a ‘big data’
lens. Our ability to communicate relies in part upon a shared emotional experience,
with stories often following distinct emotional trajectories and forming patterns that
are meaningful to us. Here, by classifying the emotional arcs for a filtered subset of
1,327 stories from Project Gutenberg’s fiction collection, we find a set of six core
emotional arcs which form the essential building blocks of complex emotional
trajectories. We strengthen our findings by separately applying matrix decomposition,
supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. For each of these six core emotional
arcs, we examine the closest characteristic stories in publication today and find that
particular emotional arcs enjoy greater success, as measured by downloads.

Keywords: stories; sentiment mining; narratology; language; society

1 Introduction
The power of stories to transfer information and define our own existence has been shown
time and again [–]. We are fundamentally driven to find and tell stories, likened to Pan
Narrans or Homo Narrativus. Stories are encoded in art, language, and even in the math-
ematics of physics: We use equations to represent both simple and complicated functions
that describe our observations of the real world. In science, we formalize the ideas that
best fit our experience with principles such as Occam’s Razor: The simplest story is the
one we should trust. We tend to prefer stories that fit into the molds which are familiar,
and reject narratives that do not align with our experience [].

We seek to better understand stories that are captured and shared in written form, a
medium that since inception has radically changed how information flows []. Without
evolved cues from tone, facial expression, or body language, written stories are forced to
capture the entire transfer of experience on a page. An often integral part of a written story
is the emotional experience that is evoked in the reader. Here, we use a simple, robust sen-
timent analysis tool to extract the reader-perceived emotional content of written stories
as they unfold on the page.

We objectively test aspects of the theories of folkloristics [, ], specifically the common-
ality of core stories within societal boundaries [, ]. A major component of folkloristics
is the study of society and culture through literary analysis. This is sometimes referred
to as narratology, which at its core is ‘a series of events, real or fictional, presented to the

© Reagan et al. 2016. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in anymedium, pro-
vided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and
indicate if changes were made.

“The emotional arcs of stories are
dominated by six basic shapes”
Reagan, Mitchell, Danforth, Dodds, and
Dodds.
EPJ Data Science, 5, 31, 2016. [19]

http://hedonometer.org/books.html?book=Harry%20Potter%20and%20the%20Deathly%20Hallows
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/reagan2016c.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/reagan2016c.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/reagan2016c.pdf
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Harry Potter and the Trove of Plot Devices

 

 

More in PoCS, Vol 2.

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2016-06-22andy-reagan-hedonometer.mp4
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu/videos/2016-06-22andy-reagan-hedonometer.mp4
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Stories matter:

 Used by Reagan and Bush in 1980.
 Template used by many others including Bill

Clinton.

http://www.uvm.edu/storylab/2016/11/07/emotional-arcs/


Emotional arcs are not plots. Neither are character paths:

https://xkcd.com/657/

https://xkcd.com/657/
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“Plotted: A Literary Atlas”
by Andrew DeGraff (2015). [9]

http://www.andrewdegraff.com/moviemaps/

http://www.amazon.com/dp/1936976862/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1936976862/
http://www.andrewdegraff.com/moviemaps/
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Trope inception:

 Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s
Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s
Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s
Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s
Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s
Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

 Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s
Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s Chekhov’s gun

https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Main/ChekhovsGun
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A Science of Stories?

Stories are everything1

 Maybe, yes.

 Stories ∼ Characters∗ + Time.

 One of the most important, dangerous, enjoyable terrifying things
we can study.

We talk about and study stories everywhere but …
 We don’t have a central place academically.

 Departments of: English, political science, folklore, cognitive sciences,
arts, musicology, communication, …

Next big thing, maybe:
 SOCKS: Study of Online Corpora, Knowledge, and Stories

1Okay, poems are everything
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Physics Work! August 1983 3 3

Invented in 1828 and successfully applied to classical
electromagnetism and acoustics, Green's functions were the

essential link between the theories of quantum electrodynamics
proposed by Schwinger, Feynman and Tomonaga in 1948 and are

still alive and well today

George Green
ALTHOUGH George
Green was born
200 years ago, his
life and work exem-
plify two themes
that are still highly
relevant to the pro-
gress and public
understanding of
science. The first theme is the perennial and usually
unsuccessful struggle to keep the doors of the temple
of science open to amateurs and outsiders. George
Green was a prime example of an amateur and
outsider, someone without any official aca-
demic credentials, beating the insiders at
their own game. He was lucky to have
lived in the early nineteenth century
rather than in the late twentieth
century. He was, in spite of his
social and educational defi-
ciencies, allowed to enter the
temple, and his achievements
were recognised by the insi-
ders. If George Green were living
today, since science has become
professionalised and the PhD has
become a necessary ticket for admission
to the temple, he would have encountered
much more formidable barriers to his ambi-
tions. The insiders are now defending their turf
against outsiders with bureaucratic weapons
unknown in the 1830s.

Tools and concepts
The second theme that George Green's work exemplifies is
the historical fact that scientific revolutions are more often
driven by new tools than by new concepts. Thomas Kuhn
in his famous book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,
talked almost exclusively about concepts and hardly at all
about tools. His idea of a scientific revolution is based on a
single example, the revolution in theoretical physics that
occurred in the 1920s with the advent of quantum
mechanics. This was a prime example of a concept-driven
revolution. Kuhn's book was so brilliantly written that it
became an instant classic. It misled a whole generation of
students and historians of science into believing that all
scientific revolutions are concept-driven. The concept-
driven revolutions are the ones that attract the most
attention and have the greatest impact on the public
awareness of science, but in fact they are comparatively rare.
In the last five hundred years we have had six major

and physics
FREEMAN DYSON

concept-driven rev-
olutions, associated
with the names of
Copernicus, New-
ton, Darwin, Max-
well, Einstein and
Freud, besides the
quantum-mechani-
cal revolution that

Kuhn took as his model. During the same period
there have been about 20 tool-driven revolutions, not

so impressive to the general public but of equal
importance to the progress of science.

I will not attempt to make a complete list of
tool-driven revolutions. Two prime exam-

ples are the Galilean revolution resulting
from the use of the telescope in
astronomy, and the Crick-Watson

revolution resulting from the use
of X-ray diffraction to deter-
mine the structure of big
molecules in biology. The
effect of a concept-driven

revolution is to explain old things
in new ways. The effect of a tool-

driven revolution is to discover new
things that have to be explained. In

physics there has been a preponderance of
tool-driven revolutions. We have been more

successful in discovering new things than in
explaining old ones. George Green's great dis-

covery, the Green's function, is a mathematical tool
rather than a physical concept. It did not give the world a
new theory of electricity and magnetism or a new picture of

physical reality. It gave the world a new bag of mathematical
tricks, useful for exploring the consequences of theories and
for predicting the existence of new phenomena that
experimenters could search for. The Green's function was
a tool of discovery, like the telescope and the microscope, but
aimed at mathematical models and theories instead of being
aimed at the sky and the microbe.

The invention of the Green's function brought about a
tool-driven revolution in mathematical physics, similar in
character to the more famous tool-driven revolution caused
by the invention of electronic computers a century and a
half later. Both the Green's function and the computer
increased the power of physical theories, particularly in the
fields of electromagnetism, acoustics and hydrodynamics.
The Green's function and the computer are prime
examples of intellectual tools. They are tools for clear
thinking. They helped us to think more clearly by enabling
us to calculate more precisely. •

“George Green and physics”
Freeman Dyson,
Physics World, 6, 33, 1993. [10]

 “Tool-Driven Scientific Revolutions Scientific revolutions
are more often driven by new tools than by new
concepts.

 Thomas Kuhn in his famous book, The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, talked almost exclusively about
concepts and hardly at all about tools. His idea of a
scientific revolution is based on a single example, the
revolution in the theoretical physics that occurred in
the 1920s with the advent of quantum mechanics.

 This was a prime example of a concept-driven
revolution. Kuhn’s book was so brilliantly written that it
became an instant classic. It misled a whole generation
of students and historians of science into believing that
all scientific revolutions are concept-driven.”

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/dyson1993a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/dyson1993a.pdf
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Invented in 1828 and successfully applied to classical
electromagnetism and acoustics, Green's functions were the

essential link between the theories of quantum electrodynamics
proposed by Schwinger, Feynman and Tomonaga in 1948 and are

still alive and well today

George Green
ALTHOUGH George
Green was born
200 years ago, his
life and work exem-
plify two themes
that are still highly
relevant to the pro-
gress and public
understanding of
science. The first theme is the perennial and usually
unsuccessful struggle to keep the doors of the temple
of science open to amateurs and outsiders. George
Green was a prime example of an amateur and
outsider, someone without any official aca-
demic credentials, beating the insiders at
their own game. He was lucky to have
lived in the early nineteenth century
rather than in the late twentieth
century. He was, in spite of his
social and educational defi-
ciencies, allowed to enter the
temple, and his achievements
were recognised by the insi-
ders. If George Green were living
today, since science has become
professionalised and the PhD has
become a necessary ticket for admission
to the temple, he would have encountered
much more formidable barriers to his ambi-
tions. The insiders are now defending their turf
against outsiders with bureaucratic weapons
unknown in the 1830s.

Tools and concepts
The second theme that George Green's work exemplifies is
the historical fact that scientific revolutions are more often
driven by new tools than by new concepts. Thomas Kuhn
in his famous book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,
talked almost exclusively about concepts and hardly at all
about tools. His idea of a scientific revolution is based on a
single example, the revolution in theoretical physics that
occurred in the 1920s with the advent of quantum
mechanics. This was a prime example of a concept-driven
revolution. Kuhn's book was so brilliantly written that it
became an instant classic. It misled a whole generation of
students and historians of science into believing that all
scientific revolutions are concept-driven. The concept-
driven revolutions are the ones that attract the most
attention and have the greatest impact on the public
awareness of science, but in fact they are comparatively rare.
In the last five hundred years we have had six major

and physics
FREEMAN DYSON

concept-driven rev-
olutions, associated
with the names of
Copernicus, New-
ton, Darwin, Max-
well, Einstein and
Freud, besides the
quantum-mechani-
cal revolution that

Kuhn took as his model. During the same period
there have been about 20 tool-driven revolutions, not

so impressive to the general public but of equal
importance to the progress of science.

I will not attempt to make a complete list of
tool-driven revolutions. Two prime exam-

ples are the Galilean revolution resulting
from the use of the telescope in
astronomy, and the Crick-Watson

revolution resulting from the use
of X-ray diffraction to deter-
mine the structure of big
molecules in biology. The
effect of a concept-driven

revolution is to explain old things
in new ways. The effect of a tool-

driven revolution is to discover new
things that have to be explained. In

physics there has been a preponderance of
tool-driven revolutions. We have been more

successful in discovering new things than in
explaining old ones. George Green's great dis-

covery, the Green's function, is a mathematical tool
rather than a physical concept. It did not give the world a
new theory of electricity and magnetism or a new picture of

physical reality. It gave the world a new bag of mathematical
tricks, useful for exploring the consequences of theories and
for predicting the existence of new phenomena that
experimenters could search for. The Green's function was
a tool of discovery, like the telescope and the microscope, but
aimed at mathematical models and theories instead of being
aimed at the sky and the microbe.

The invention of the Green's function brought about a
tool-driven revolution in mathematical physics, similar in
character to the more famous tool-driven revolution caused
by the invention of electronic computers a century and a
half later. Both the Green's function and the computer
increased the power of physical theories, particularly in the
fields of electromagnetism, acoustics and hydrodynamics.
The Green's function and the computer are prime
examples of intellectual tools. They are tools for clear
thinking. They helped us to think more clearly by enabling
us to calculate more precisely. •

“George Green and physics”
Freeman Dyson,
Physics World, 6, 33, 1993. [10]

 “The concept-driven revolutions are the ones that
attract the most attention and have the greatest
impact on the public awareness of science, but in fact
they are comparatively rare.

 In the last five hundred years we have had six major
concept-driven revolutions, associated with the names
of Copernicus, Newton, Darwin, Maxwell, Einstein and
Freud, besides the quantum-mechanical revolution
that Kuhn took as his model.

 During the same period there have been about 20
tool-driven revolutions, not so impressive to the
general public but of equal importance to the progress
of science.”

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/dyson1993a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/dyson1993a.pdf
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Invented in 1828 and successfully applied to classical
electromagnetism and acoustics, Green's functions were the

essential link between the theories of quantum electrodynamics
proposed by Schwinger, Feynman and Tomonaga in 1948 and are

still alive and well today

George Green
ALTHOUGH George
Green was born
200 years ago, his
life and work exem-
plify two themes
that are still highly
relevant to the pro-
gress and public
understanding of
science. The first theme is the perennial and usually
unsuccessful struggle to keep the doors of the temple
of science open to amateurs and outsiders. George
Green was a prime example of an amateur and
outsider, someone without any official aca-
demic credentials, beating the insiders at
their own game. He was lucky to have
lived in the early nineteenth century
rather than in the late twentieth
century. He was, in spite of his
social and educational defi-
ciencies, allowed to enter the
temple, and his achievements
were recognised by the insi-
ders. If George Green were living
today, since science has become
professionalised and the PhD has
become a necessary ticket for admission
to the temple, he would have encountered
much more formidable barriers to his ambi-
tions. The insiders are now defending their turf
against outsiders with bureaucratic weapons
unknown in the 1830s.

Tools and concepts
The second theme that George Green's work exemplifies is
the historical fact that scientific revolutions are more often
driven by new tools than by new concepts. Thomas Kuhn
in his famous book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,
talked almost exclusively about concepts and hardly at all
about tools. His idea of a scientific revolution is based on a
single example, the revolution in theoretical physics that
occurred in the 1920s with the advent of quantum
mechanics. This was a prime example of a concept-driven
revolution. Kuhn's book was so brilliantly written that it
became an instant classic. It misled a whole generation of
students and historians of science into believing that all
scientific revolutions are concept-driven. The concept-
driven revolutions are the ones that attract the most
attention and have the greatest impact on the public
awareness of science, but in fact they are comparatively rare.
In the last five hundred years we have had six major

and physics
FREEMAN DYSON

concept-driven rev-
olutions, associated
with the names of
Copernicus, New-
ton, Darwin, Max-
well, Einstein and
Freud, besides the
quantum-mechani-
cal revolution that

Kuhn took as his model. During the same period
there have been about 20 tool-driven revolutions, not

so impressive to the general public but of equal
importance to the progress of science.

I will not attempt to make a complete list of
tool-driven revolutions. Two prime exam-

ples are the Galilean revolution resulting
from the use of the telescope in
astronomy, and the Crick-Watson

revolution resulting from the use
of X-ray diffraction to deter-
mine the structure of big
molecules in biology. The
effect of a concept-driven

revolution is to explain old things
in new ways. The effect of a tool-

driven revolution is to discover new
things that have to be explained. In

physics there has been a preponderance of
tool-driven revolutions. We have been more

successful in discovering new things than in
explaining old ones. George Green's great dis-

covery, the Green's function, is a mathematical tool
rather than a physical concept. It did not give the world a
new theory of electricity and magnetism or a new picture of

physical reality. It gave the world a new bag of mathematical
tricks, useful for exploring the consequences of theories and
for predicting the existence of new phenomena that
experimenters could search for. The Green's function was
a tool of discovery, like the telescope and the microscope, but
aimed at mathematical models and theories instead of being
aimed at the sky and the microbe.

The invention of the Green's function brought about a
tool-driven revolution in mathematical physics, similar in
character to the more famous tool-driven revolution caused
by the invention of electronic computers a century and a
half later. Both the Green's function and the computer
increased the power of physical theories, particularly in the
fields of electromagnetism, acoustics and hydrodynamics.
The Green's function and the computer are prime
examples of intellectual tools. They are tools for clear
thinking. They helped us to think more clearly by enabling
us to calculate more precisely. •

“George Green and physics”
Freeman Dyson,
Physics World, 6, 33, 1993. [10]

 “I will not attempt to make a complete list of
tool-driven revolutions. Two prime examples are the
Galilean revolution resulting from the use of the
telescope in astronomy, and the Crick-Watson
revolution resulting from the use of X-ray diffraction to
determine the structure of big molecules in biology.

 The effect of a concept-driven revolution is to explain
old things in new ways.

 The effect of a tool-driven revolution is to discover new
things that have to be explained.”

https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/dyson1993a.pdf
https://pdodds.w3.uvm.edu//research/papers/others/everything/dyson1993a.pdf
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Observations/Claims/Questions:
 Primacy of storytelling and storybelieving in for

individuals and populations.
 Maybe: Stories are dynamical paths; plots are

algorithms that give rise to stories.
 Internet gives extraordinary power to propaganda,

disinformation, conspiracy theories, ...
 Global social media creates a global

robust-yet-fragile social system.
 Failure can be endogenous (infighting) and/or

ignited/supported from the outside.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/12/opinion/russia-meddling-disinformation-fake-news-elections.html
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Observations/Claims/Questions:
 Basic social fabric: What is the spectrum of stories

in the media being told about classes of people,
from within and without.

 Story decoherence: telephone game
 What about stories about global problems like

climate change? Government? Journalism?
 All separately powerful: Words, Music/Sound,

Visual, ... interplay?
 Outcome: How to communicate scientific findings

powerfully.
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Understanding the Sociotechnocene—Stories:

xkcd.com/904/

 Goal: a Science of Stories.
 Claim: Homo narrativus—we run

on stories.
 “What’s the John Dory?”
 “They’ve lost the plot/thread”
 Maybe: The narrative hierarchy and

the Scalability of stories.
 Research: Extraction of metaphors,

frames, narratives, and stories from
large-scale text/corpora.

 Storywrangler, POTUSometer, …
 Research: What’s the taxonomy of

human stories?
 Maybe: Stories ↔ Algorithms

http://xkcd.com/904/
http://nautil.us/issue/5/fame/homo-narrativus-and-the-trouble-with-fame
http://www.uvm.edu/pdodds/writings/2015-06-04narrative-hierarchy/
http://www.uvm.edu/pdodds/writings/2015-06-04narrative-hierarchy/
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